A DONATION FROM TICA AND EXERGY IN THE FIGHT AGAINST COVID19
200.000 face masks sent from Nanjing (China) to Milan, donated by TICA and EXERGY to
the Municipality of Milan and to local communities hosting EXERGY headquarters

OLGIATE OLONA 23th April 2020 – EXERGY, a leading Italian Company in the production of ORC
systems for power generation from renewables and its Parent company Nanjing TICA Climate
Solutions, one of top four brand in China for HVAC systems, join forces with local communities
involved in the difficult sanitary emergency of COVID19 making a donation of 200.000 face
masks. This want to be a sign of social responsibility towards the Institutions constantly fighting
in the frontline and a practical action to help contrasting the spread of this virus. The masks left
China bounding to Milan via chartered plane on 13rd April and were delivered in the past days
to the Municipality of Milan (100.000) , Province of Varese (50.000), Reggio Emilia (20.000) and
Olgiate Olona town (16.500) where Exergy has its headquarters, for their distribution to the
citizens and to employ in other emergency situations. Moreover a few thousand were donated
to China Consulate General in Milan that helped TICA in organizing and coordinating this
initiative.
Since the virus outbreak, TICA and EXERGY have been fully engaged to safeguard the health of
their employees and families providing face masks, thermometers to measure the temperature
and other medical devices and applying procedures to preserve the security of the workplaces.
In China TICA has donated the urgently required purifier and air conditioning systems to the ICU
wards and negative pressure wards of the quickly established Huoshenshan and Leishenshan
hospital in Wuhan city, the epicenter of pneumonia outbreak in China. Up to end of March TICA
has served 290 hospitals in China since the start of the epidemic. Besides, it has also made
donations to Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Australia, Canada, Germany, France, Spain, Turkey
etc. to support the local efforts in tackling the prevailing situation.
Jiang Li, Chairman of TICA Group, commented: “No country is an island entire of itself, we are all
in this together and we need to do our part in the fighting against this rapid spreading virus. I
think it is true what was said by the great Roman philosopher Seneca Lucius Annaeus “we are
waves of the same sea, leaves of the same tree, and flowers of the same garden”. At present,
with the joint efforts of the Italian government and all sectors of society, the epidemic has
stabilized in Italy and I sincerely hope the situation of Italy goes back to normality in the very near
future”.
TICA will continue to support the Italian people to overcome the epidemic, while broadening
economic and trade cooperation, and strive to contribute to the "Belt and Road" initiative.

EXERGY è pioniera nella realizzazione di impianti a ciclo Rankine a fluido organico (ORC) con la Turbina Radiale Outflow.
Questa tecnologia, coperta da diversi brevetti, consente una produzione di energia elettrica con maggiore efficienza a
partire da fonti rinnovabili nel campo della geotermia, del recupero del calore di scarto, della valorizzazione di biomasse e
del solare a concentrazione. EXERGY vanta un portafoglio con più di 400 MWe di capacità installata e la seconda flotta di
impianti geotermici binari al mondo. EXERGY è parte del Gruppo cinese TICA, un fornitore leader di sistemi integrati per il
riscaldamento, ventilazione e condizionamento dell’aria e per la generazione termoelettrica. Dalla sede di Olgiate Olona, a
nord di Milano EXERGY esporta e installa la sua tecnologia in tutto il mondo, con particolare riguardo ai mercati europei del
Sud Est Asiatico e delle Americhe. www.exergy-orc.com
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